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a b s t r a c t
The vertex Padmakar–Ivan index of a graph G, denoted by PIv(G), is the sum over all edges
uv of G of the number of vertices which are not equidistant from u and v. Similarly, edge
Padmakar–Ivan index of a graph G, denoted by PIe(G), is the sum over all edges uv of G of
the number of edgeswhich are not equidistant from u and v. In this paper, PIv and PIe of the
generalized hierarchical product of two connected graphs are obtained. Using the results
obtained here, some known results are deduced as corollaries. Finally, we obtain the PIv
and PIe of the zig-zag polyhex nanotube TUHC6[2n, 2] and hexagonal chain Ln.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
All the graphs considered in this paper are connected and simple. A vertex x ∈ V (G) is said to be equidistant from the
edge e = uv of G if dG(u, x) = dG(v, x), where dG(u, x) denotes the distance between u and x in G. The edges e = uv and
f = xy of G are said to be equidistant edges if min {dG(u, x), dG(u, y)} = min {dG(v, x), dG(v, y)}.
For an edge uv = e ∈ E(G), the number of vertices of G whose distance to the vertex u is smaller than the distance
to the vertex v in G is denoted by nu(e); analogously, nv(e) is the number of vertices of G whose distance to the vertex
v in G is smaller than the distance to the vertex u; the vertices equidistant from both the ends of the edge e = uv are not
counted. Similarly,mu(e) denotes the number of edges of Gwhose distance to the vertex u is smaller than the distance to the
vertex v.
The two topological indices, namely, the vertex Padmakar–Ivan index of G, denoted by PIv(G), and, edge Padmakar–Ivan
index of G, denoted by PIe(G), are defined as follows:
PIv(G) =

e=uv∈E(G)
(nu(e)+ nv(e)) , PIe(G) =

e=uv∈E(G)
(mu(e)+mv(e)) .
For e = uv in G, the number of equidistant vertices of e is denoted by NG(e) and the number of equidistant edges of e is
denoted byMG(e). Then the above definitions are equivalent to
PIv(G) =

e∈E(G)
(|V (G)| − NG(e)) , PIe(G) =

e∈E(G)
(|E(G)| −MG(e)) .
The PIv(G) is a topological index related to equidistant vertices. Another topological index of G related to the distance of
G is the Wiener index of G, first introduced by Wiener; see [14].
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Fig. 1. G(U) ⊓ H , where G = C5,U = {u2, u3} and H = P4 .
Khadikar et al. [10] first introduced edge Padmakar–Ivan index of graphs and they investigated the chemical applications
of the Padmakar–Ivan index. The mathematical properties of the PIv and its applications in chemistry and nanoscience are
well studied byAshrafi and Loghman [1,2], Ashrafi andRezaei [3], Deng et al. [6], Khadikar [9], Khalifeh et al. [11], Klavžar [13]
and Yousefi-Azari et al. [15]. In this paper, we obtain PIv and PIe of the generalized hierarchical product of two connected
graphs. Using the results obtained here, main results obtained by Klavžar [13] and Khalifeh, Yousefi-Azari and Ashrafi [12]
are deduced as corollaries. Finally, we obtain the PIv and PIe of the zig-zag polyhex nanotube TUHC6[2n, 2] and hexagonal
chain Ln, which are defined in Eliasi and Iranmanesh, see [7].
A graph G with a specified vertex subset U ⊆ V (G) is denoted by G(U). Barriere et al. [4,5] defined a new product of
graphs, namely, the generalized hierarchical product, as follows: Let G and H be two graphs with a nonempty vertex subset
U ⊆ V (G). Then the generalized hierarchical product, denoted by G(U) ⊓ H , is the graph with vertex set V (G) × V (H) and
two vertices (g, h) and (g ′, h′) are adjacent if and only if g = g ′ ∈ U and hh′ ∈ E(H) or, gg ′ ∈ E(G) and h = h′ (see Fig. 1).
The Cartesian product, G  H , of graphs G and H has the vertex set V (G  H) = V (G) × V (H) and (u, x)(v, y) is an edge of
G  H if u = v and xy ∈ E(H) or, uv ∈ E(G) and x = y.
To each vertex u ∈ V (G), there is an isomorphic copy of H in G  H and to each vertex v ∈ V (H), there is an isomorphic
copy of G in G  H . But in the generalized hierarchical product, to each vertex u ∈ U , there is an isomorphic copy of H and
to each vertex v ∈ V (G), there is an isomorphic copy of G. In particular, if U = V (G), then G  H = G(U) ⊓ H .
Let G and H be simple connected graphs with vertex sets V (G) = {u1, u2, . . . , un} and V (H) = {v1, v2, . . . , vm},
respectively, and let U be a nonempty subset of G. Then V (G(U) ⊓ H) = V (G) × V (H); for our convenience, we write
V (G(U) ⊓ H) =ni=1 Xi, where Xi = {ui} × V (H); we may also write V (G(U) ⊓ H) =mj=1 Yj, where Yj = V (G)× vj. We
denote the vertices of Xi by {(ui, vj)|1 ≤ j ≤ m} and the vertices of Yj by {(ui, vj)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} and we call Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the
i-th layer of G(U) ⊓ H and Yj, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the j-th column of G(U) ⊓ H .
For two disjoint subsets A and B of V (G), E(A, B) denotes the set of edges of G having one end in A and the other end in
B. For S ⊆ V (G), ⟨S⟩ denotes the subgraph of G induced by S. One can observe that to each edge e = uiuj ∈ E(G), there
correspond |V (H)| edges, namely, E(Xi, Xj) ⊆ G(U) ⊓ H . In the sequel, the edge e′ of G(U) ⊓ H denotes one of the |V (H)|
edges corresponding to e in G(U). Similarly, if e = vrvs ∈ E(H), there correspond |U| edges, namely, E(Yr , Ys) ⊆ G(U) ⊓ H;
here too, an edge of G(U) ⊓ H corresponding to the edge e in H is denoted by e′.
2. Vertex Padmakar–Ivan index of G(U) ⊓ H
Let G = (V , E) be a graph and U ⊆ V . In G(U), an u–v path through U is an u–v path in G containing some vertex w ∈
U(vertexw could be the vertex u or v). Let dG(U)(u, v)denote the length of a shortest u–v path throughU inG. Note that, if one
of the vertices u and v belongs toU , then dG(U)(u, v) = dG(u, v). A vertex x ∈ V (G(U)) is said to be equidistant from e = uv ∈
E(G(U)) through U in G(U), if dG(U)(u, x) = dG(U)(v, x). For an edge e in G(U), let NG(U)(e) denote the number of equidistant
vertices of e through U in G(U). Then PIv(G(U)) is defined as follows: PIv(G(U)) =e∈E(G(U))  |V (G(U))| − NG(U)(e).
The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader as it follows easily from the structure of G(U) ⊓ H . The lemma is
used in the proofs of the main theorems of this paper.
Lemma 2.1. Let G and H be graphs with U ⊆ V (G). Then
(i) |V (G(U) ⊓ H)| = |V (G)| |V (H)| , |E(G(U) ⊓ H)| = |E(G)| |V (H)| + |E(H)| |U|.
(ii) dG(U)⊓H((g, h)(g ′, h′)) =

dG(U)(g, g
′)+ dH (h, h′), if h ≠ h′,
dG(g, g
′), if h = h′. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G and H be two connected graphs and let U be a nonempty subset of V (G). Then PIv(G(U) ⊓ H) =
|U| |V (G)| PIv(H)+ |V (H)|2 PIv(G(U)).
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Proof. Let V (G) = {u1, u2, . . . , un}, V (H) = {v1, v2, . . . , vm} and let U be a nonempty subset of V (G). For our convenience,
we partition the edge set of G(U) ⊓ H into two sets, E1 = {(ur , vi)(ur , vk) | ur ∈ U, vivk ∈ E(H)} and E2 = {(ur , vi)(us, vi) |
urus ∈ E(G), vi ∈ V (H)}, that is, E1 = ∪ui∈U E(⟨Xi⟩) and E2 = ∪mj=1 E(⟨Yj⟩).
Let e = vivk ∈ E(H) and let vj be equidistant from e in H . Then, for ur ∈ U and e′ = (ur , vi)(ur , vk) ∈ E(G(U) ⊓
H), dG(U)⊓H((ur , vi), (ur , vj)) = dG(U)⊓H((ur , vk), (ur , vj)). Further, both (ur , vi) and (ur , vk) are equidistant to all the vertices
of Yj; so, if (us, vj) ∈ Yj, then
dG(U)⊓H((ur , vi), (us, vj)) = dG(U)(ur , us)+ dH(vi, vj), by Lemma 2.1,
= dG(U)(ur , us)+ dH(vk, vj), since vj is equidistant from the edge vivk,
= dG(U)⊓H((ur , vk), (us, vj)), by Lemma 2.1.
Thus to each edge e = vivk ∈ E(H) and a vertex vj equidistant from e in H , there correspond |U| edges e′ ∈ E(Yi, Yk) ⊆
G(U) ⊓ H such that all the vertices of Yj are equidistant from e′. If vj is not equidistant from e = vivk in H , then we can
observe that each of the corresponding |U|, edges e′ ∈ E(Yi, Yk) are not equidistant to any of the vertices of Yj. Hence
NG(U)⊓H(e′) = |V (G)|NH(e). (2.1)
Since to each edge e ∈ E(H), there correspond |U| edges e′ in E1 ⊆ E(G(U) ⊓ H), we have
e′∈E1
NG(U)⊓H(e′) = |V (G)| |U|

e∈E(H)
NH(e), by (2.1). (2.2)
Thus we have computed the number of equidistant vertices of the edges of E1 ⊆ E(G(U) ⊓ H).
Next we compute the number of equidistant vertices of the edges of E2 ⊆ E(G(U) ⊓ H). Let e′ be a corresponding edge
of e ∈ E(G(U)) and let e′ ∈ ⟨Yℓ⟩. Let ur be an equidistant vertex of e through U in G(U). Then it is not difficult to check that
each vertex of the layer Xr of G(U) ⊓ H is equidistant from e′. It can be observed that if us is not equidistant to e through U
in G(U), then no vertex of Xs is equidistant to any of the corresponding edge e′ of e. Hence
NG(U)⊓H(e′) = |V (H)|NG(U)(e). (2.3)
Consequently,
e′∈E2
NG(U)⊓H(e′) =

e′∈E2
|V (H)|NG(U)(e), by (2.3)
= |V (H)|2

e∈E(G(U))
NG(U)(e),
since |V (H)| edges of G(U) ⊓ H correspond to each edge of G(U). (2.4)
Now we obtain the PIv(G(U) ⊓ H). By the definition of PIv(G(U) ⊓ H),
PIv(G(U) ⊓ H) =

e′∈E(G(U)⊓H)
|V (G(U) ⊓ H)| − NG(U)⊓H(e′)
= |E(G(U) ⊓ H)| |V (G(U) ⊓ H)| −

e′∈E(G(U)⊓H)
NG(U)⊓H(e′)
= |E(G(U) ⊓ H)| |V (G(U) ⊓ H)| −

e′∈E1
NG(U)⊓H(e′)+

e′∈E2
NG(U)⊓H(e′)

= ( |E(G)| |V (H)| + |E(H)| |U| ) |V (G)| |V (H)| − |V (G)| |U|

e∈E(H)
NH(e)
− |V (H)|2

e∈E(G(U))
NG(U)(e), by Lemma 2.1, (2.2) and (2.4),
= |V (H)|2

|E(G)| |V (G)| −

e∈E(G(U))
NG(U)(e)

+ |U| |V (G)|

|E(H)| |V (H)| −

e∈E(H)
NH(e)

= |V (H)|2 PIv(G(U))+ |U| |V (G)| PIv(H),
since |E(G(U))| = |E(G)| and |V (G(U))| = |V (G)| . 
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In the above theorem, if we set U = V (G), we obtain the following corollary, which is a main result of [12].
Corollary 2.3 ([12]). Let G and H be connected graphs. Then PIv(G  H) = |V (H)|2 PIv(G)+ |V (G)|2 PIv(H). 
3. Edge Padmakar–Ivan index of G(U) ⊓ H
For e ∈ E(G) and S ⊆ V (G), let N⟨S⟩(e) denote the number of equidistant vertices of e (in G) contained in S. The
edges e = uv and f = xy of G(U) are said to be equidistant edges through U in G(U) if min {dG(U)(u, x), dG(U)(u, y)} =
min {dG(U)(v, x), dG(U)(v, y)}. Let MG(U)(e) denote the number of equidistant edges of e through U in G(U). Then PIe(G(U))
is defined as follows: PIe(G(U)) = e∈E(G(U)) |E(G(U))| −MG(U)(e). In the next theorem, we compute the edge Pad-
makar–Ivan index of G(U) ⊓ H .
Theorem 3.1. If G and H are connected graphs and U ⊆ V (G), then PIe(G(U) ⊓ H) = |U|2 PIe(H) + |V (H)|2 PIe(G(U)) +
2 |E(G)| |V (H)| |E(H)| |U| − |U| |E(G)| e∈E(H) NH(e)− |V (H)| |E(H)| e∈E(G(U)) N⟨U⟩(e).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we partition the edges of G(U)⊓H into E1 and E2, where E1 = {(ur , vi)(ur , vk) | ur ∈
U, vivk ∈ E(H)} and E2 = {(ur , vi)(us, vi) | urus ∈ E(G), vi ∈ V (H)}. First we compute the equidistant edges of the edges
in E1 and then the equidistant edges of the edges in E2 in G(U) ⊓ H .
Let e = vivj and f = vrvs be equidistant edges in H . As observed earlier, to each edge of H , there correspond |U| edges in
G(U)⊓H and, similarly, to each edge ofG there correspond |V (H)| edges inG(U)⊓H . Let e′ ∈ E(G(U)⊓H) be a corresponding
edge of e = vivj in H . If f = vrvs is an equidistant edge of e = vivj ∈ E(H), then the edge e′ is equidistant to every edge of
E(Yr , Ys) in G(U)⊓H . It can be verified that if the edge vrvs is not equidistant to e inH , then no edge of E(Yr , Ys) is equidistant
to e′ in G(U) ⊓ H . Hence
MG(U)⊓H(e′) = |U|MH(e). (3.5)
Let va ∈ V (H) be an equidistant vertex of e = vivj ∈ E(H). Then e′ ∈ E(G(U) ⊓ H), corresponding edges of e in H , is
equidistant to each edge in ⟨Ya⟩ ∼= G. One can easily see that if vℓ is not equidistant to e = vivk in H , then no edge of ⟨Yℓ⟩
is equidistant to e′, the corresponding edges of e, in G(U) ⊓ H . Consequently, |E(G)| edges of G(U) ⊓ H are equidistant to e′,
that is,
MG(U)⊓H(e′) = |E(G)|NH(e). (3.6)
Using the fact that to each edge e ∈ E(H), there correspond |U| edges in G(U) ⊓ H , we have
e′∈E1
MG(U)⊓H(e′) =

e′∈E1
( |U|MH(e)+ |E(G)|NH(e) ) , by (3.5) and (3.6),
= |U|

e∈E(H)
( |U|MH(e)+ |E(G)|NH(e) ) , since |E1| = |U| |E(H)| ,
= |U|2

e∈E(H)
MH(e)+ |U| |E(G)|

e∈E(H)
NH(e). (3.7)
Thus the number of equidistant edges of the edges in E1 is given by (3.7).
Next we compute the number of equidistant edges of the edges of E2.
Let e = uiuj and f = urus be equidistant edges through U in G(U) and let e′ ∈ E(G(U) ⊓ H) be a corresponding edge of e
in G(U). Then the edge e′ is equidistant to every edge of E(Xr , Xs) in G(U)⊓H . One can observe that if umun is not equidistant
to e through U in G(U), then no edge of E(Xm, Xn) is equidistant to e′ in G(U) ⊓ H . Hence
MG(U)⊓H(e′) = |V (H)|MG(U)(e). (3.8)
Let ua ∈ U ⊆ V (G) be an equidistant vertex of e = uiuj through U in G(U). Then every edge e′ ∈ E(G(U) ⊓ H),
corresponding to e in G(U), is equidistant to each edge in E(⟨Xa⟩) ∼= H , that is, |E(H)| edges of G(U)⊓H are equidistant to e′.
If ub ∈ U is not equidistant to e through U in G(U), then it can be verified that no edge of ⟨Xb⟩ is equidistant to e′ in G(U)⊓H .
Hence
MG(U)⊓H(e′) = |E(H)|N⟨U⟩(e). (3.9)
Using the fact that to each edge e in G(U), there correspond |V (H)| edges in G(U) ⊓ H , we have
e′∈E2
MG(U)⊓H(e′) =

e′∈E2
 |V (H)|MG(U)(e)+ |E(H)|N⟨U⟩(e)  , by (3.8) and (3.9)
= |V (H)|

e∈E(G(U))
 |V (H)|MG(U)(e)+ |E(H)|N⟨U⟩(e) 
= |V (H)|2

e∈E(G(U))
MG(U)(e)+ |V (H)| |E(H)|

e∈E(G(U))
N⟨U⟩(e). (3.10)
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Next we obtain the PIe of G(U) ⊓ H .
PIe(G(U) ⊓ H) =

e′∈E(G(U)⊓H)
|E(G(U) ⊓ H)| −MG(U)⊓H(e′)
= |E(G(U) ⊓ H)|2 −

e′∈E(G(U)⊓H)
MG(U)⊓H(e′)
= (|E(G)| |V (H)| + |E(H)| |U|)2 −

e′∈E1
MG(U)⊓H(e′)+

e′∈E2
MG(U)⊓H(e′)

= |E(G)|2 |V (H)|2 + |E(H)|2 |U|2 + 2 |E(G)| |V (H)| |E(H)| |U| − |U|2

e∈E(H)
MH(e)
− |U| |E(G)|

e∈E(H)
NH(e)− |V (H)|2

e∈E(G(U))
MG(U)(e)
− |V (H)| |E(H)|

e∈E(G(U))
N⟨U⟩(e), by Lemma 2.1, (3.7) and (3.10),
= |V (H)|2

|E(G)|2 −

e∈E(G(U))
MG(U)(e)

+ |U|2

|E(H)|2 −

e∈E(H)
MH(e)

+ 2 |E(G)| |V (H)| |E(H)| |U| − |V (H)| |E(H)|

e∈E(G(U))
N⟨U⟩(e)
− |U| |E(G)|

e∈E(H)
NH(e)
= |V (H)|2 PIe(G(U))+ |U|2 PIe(H)+ 2 |E(G)| |V (H)| |E(H)| |U|
− |V (H)| |E(H)|
 
e∈E(G(U))
N⟨U⟩(e)

− |U| |E(G)|
 
e∈E(H)
NH(e)

. 
In the above theorem, if we set U = V (G), we obtain the following corollary, which was first proved in [13] and later
in [12].
Corollary 3.2 ([12]). Let G and H be two connected graphs. Then PIe(G  H) = |V (H)|2 PIe(G) + |V (G)|2 PIe(H) + |V (G)|
|E(G)| PIv(H)+ |V (H)| |E(H)| PIv(G). 
4. Vertex Padmakar–Ivan and edge Padmakar–Ivan indices of S(G)(U) ⊓ H
Let G be a connected graph and let S(G) be the graph obtained from G by replacing each edge of G by a path of length two,
that is, the first subdivision graph of G. Clearly, V (S(G)) contains all the vertices of G.
Next we compute the PIv and PIe of S(G)(U) ⊓ H , for suitable U .
Theorem 4.1. Let G and H be connected graphs. If U = V (G) ⊆ V (S(G)), then PIv(S(G)(U) ⊓ H) = ( |V (G)| + |E(G)| )
2 |V (H)|2 |E(G)| + |V (G)| PIv(H)

.
Proof. As S(G) is a bipartite graph, NS(G)(U)(e) = 0, for every edge e in S(G)(U). Since U = V (G) ⊆ V (S(G)), for
u, v ∈ V (S(G)(U)), we have dS(G)(U)(u, v) = dS(G)(u, v).
PIv(S(G)(U)) =

e∈E(S(G)(U))
|V (S(G)(U))| − NS(G)(U)(e)
= |E(S(G)(U))| |V (S(G)(U))| , as e ∈ E(S(G)(U)), NS(G)(U)(e) = 0,
= |E(S(G))| |V (S(G))|
= 2 |E(G)| ( |V (G)| + |E(G)| ) . (4.11)
By Theorem 2.2, we have
PIv(S(G)(U) ⊓ H) = |V (H)|2 PIv(S(G)(U))+ |U| |V (S(G)(U))| PIv(H)
= 2 |V (H)|2 |E(G)| ( |V (G)| + |E(G)| )+ |V (G)| |V (S(G))| PIv(H), by (4.11),
= ( |V (G)| + |E(G)| ) 2 |V (H)|2 |E(G)| + |V (G)| PIv(H) . 
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Fig. 2a. S(P5)(U) ⊓ P8 , where U = V (P5).
Fig. 2b. S(C5)(U) ⊓ C4 , where U = V (C5).
Let Cn and Pn denote the cycle and path on n vertices, respectively. Clearly, S(Cn) ∼= C2n and S(Pn) ∼= P2n−1.
We quote the following lemma for our future use.
Lemma 4.2 ([8]). For n ≥ 3, (1) PIv(Cn) =

n(n− 1), if n is odd,
n2, if n is even.
(2) For n ≥ 2, PIv(Pn) = n(n− 1). 
Nowusing Theorem4.1 and Lemma4.2,we obtain the exact PIv of the graphs S(Cr)(U)⊓Ps, S(Pr)(U)⊓Ps and S(Cr)(U)⊓Cs,
see Figs.2a and 2b.
Corollary 4.3. Let r ≥ 3 and s ≥ 2 be two integers. Then for U = V (Cr), PIv(S(Cr)(U) ⊓ Ps) = 6r2s2 − 2r2s. 
Corollary 4.4. Let r ≥ 2 and s ≥ 2 be two integers. Then for U = V (Pr), PIv(S(Pr)(U) ⊓ Ps) = s(2r − 1)(3rs− 2s− r). 
Corollary 4.5. Let r ≥ 3 and s ≥ 3 be two integers. Then for U = V (Cr),
PIv(S(Cr)(U) ⊓ Cs) =

6r2s2 − 2r2s, if s is odd,
6r2s2, if s is even.

For the graphs in Figs.3 and 4, namely, zig-zag polyhex nanotube TUHC6[2n, 2] and hexagonal chain Ln, Wiener and
hyper-Wiener indices were obtained in [7]. Here we obtain PIv and PIe of zig-zag polyhex nanotube and the hexagonal chain
Ln.
Example 1. If G is the zig-zag polyhex nanotube TUHC6[2n, 2] (see Fig. 3), then PIv(G) = 20 n2.
The zig-zag polyhex nanotube is the graph S(Cn)(U) ⊓ P2, where U = V (Cn) ⊆ V (S(Cn)). By Corollary 4.3, we obtain the
formula given in Example 1.
Example 2. If Ln is the hexagonal chain (see Fig. 4), then PIv(Ln) = 2(2n+ 1)(5n+ 1).
The hexagonal chain Ln is the graph S(Pn+1)(U) ⊓ P2, where U = V (Pn+1) ⊆ V (S(Pn+1)). By Corollary 4.4, we obtain the
formula given in Example 2.
For an edge e = uv ∈ E(G), let S IG(e) = {x ∈ V (G) | dG(x, u) = dG(x, v) and the shortest x–u and x–v paths are internally
disjoint}. We denote |S IG(e)| by N IG(e).
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Fig. 3. TUHC6[2n, 2] zig-zag polyhex nanotube.
Fig. 4. Hexagonal chain Ln .
Theorem 4.6. Let G and H be connected graphs. If U = V (G), then
PIe(S(G)(U) ⊓ H) = 2 |V (H)|2

2 |E(G)|2 −

e∈E(G)
N IG(e)

+ |V (G)|2 PIe(H)
+ |V (H)| |E(H)|

2 |V (G)| |E(G)| −

e∈E(S(G)(U))
NV (G)(e)

+ 2 |V (G)| |E(G)| PIv(H).
Proof. Let e = v1v2 ∈ E(G) and let vq ∈ S IG(e). Let Q1 and Q2 be v1–vq and v2–vq internally disjoint shortest paths in G.
Let f and g be the edges of Q1 and Q2 incident to vq in G. Let e, f and g in G give rise to the edges e1, e2, f1, f2 and g1, g2
respectively, in S(G)(U). Let g2 and f2 be incident to vq in S(G)(U) and let e1 and e2 be incident to v1 and v2, respectively,
in S(G)(U). Then e2 is equidistant from f2 and e1 is equidistant from g2 (see Fig. 5). Consequently,MS(G)(U)(e1) = N IG(e) and
MS(G)(U)(e2) = N IG(e), where e1 and e2 are the subdivided edges of e ∈ E(G). If S IG(e) is an empty set, then bothMS(G)(U)(e1)
and MS(G)(U)(e2) are zero. Hence to each edge e ∈ E(G), the subdivided edges of e in S(G(U)) have the same number of
equidistant edges, namely, N IG(e), in S(G)(U). Consequently,
PIe(S(G)(U)) =

e∈S(G)(U)
|E(S(G)(U))| −MS(G)(U)(e)
= |E(S(G)(U))|2 − 2

e∈E(G)

N IG(e)

= 4 |E(G)|2 − 2

e∈E(G)
N IG(e)

.
By Theorem 3.1, we have
PIe(S(G)(U) ⊓ H) = |V (H)|2 PIe(S(G)(U))+ |V (G)|2 PIe(H)+ 2 |E(S(G)(U))| |V (H)| |E(H)| |V (G)|
− |V (H)| |E(H)|
 
e∈E(S(G)(U))
NV (G)(e)

− |V (G)| |E(S(G)(U))|
 
e∈E(H)
NH(e)

= 2 |V (H)|2

2 |E(G)|2 −

e∈E(G)
N IG(e)

+ |V (G)|2 PIe(H)
+ 4 |E(G)| |V (H)| |E(H)| |V (G)| − |V (H)| |E(H)|
 
e∈E(S(G)(U))
NV (G)(e)

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− 2 |V (G)| |E(G)|
 
e∈E(H)
NH(e)

, since |E(S(G)(U))| = |E(S(G))| = 2 |E(G)| ,
= 2 |V (H)|2

2 |E(G)|2 −

e∈E(G)
N IG(e)

+ |V (G)|2 PIe(H)
+ |V (H)| |E(H)|

2 |V (G)| |E(G)| −

e∈E(S(G)(U))
NV (G)(e)

+ 2 |V (G)| |E(G)| PIv(H). 
We quote the following lemma for our future reference.
Lemma 4.7 ([8]). For n ≥ 3, (1) PIe(Cn) =

n(n− 1), if n is odd,
n(n− 2), if n is even.
(2) For n ≥ 2, PIe(Pn) = (n− 1)(n− 2). 
Now using Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 4.7, we obtain the exact PIe of the graphs S(Cr)(U) ⊓ Ps, S(Pr)(U) ⊓ Ps.
Corollary 4.8. Let r ≥ 3 and s ≥ 2 be two integers. Then for U = V (Cr),
PIe(S(Cr)(U) ⊓ Ps) =

r(9rs2 − 7rs− 2s2 + 2r), if r is odd,
r2(9s2 − 7s+ 2), if r is even. 
Corollary 4.9. Let r ≥ 2 and s ≥ 2 be two integers. Then for U = V (Pr), PIe(S(Pr)(U) ⊓ Ps) = 9r2s2 − 12rs2 − 7r2s+ 4s2 +
2r2 + 4rs. 
Example 3. The PIe of the zig-zag polyhex nanotube is
PIe(S(Cn)(U) ⊓ P2) =

4n(6n− 2), if n is odd,
24n2, if n is even.
If U = V (Cn) ⊆ V (S(Cn)), then by Corollary 4.8, we obtain the formula given in Example 3.
Example 4. The PIe of the hexagonal chain Ln is PIe(S(Pn+1)(U) ⊓ P2) = 8n(3n+ 1).
If U = V (Pn+1) ⊆ V (S(Pn+1)), then by Corollary 4.9, we obtain the formula given in Example 4.
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